
Faculty of Economic and Social Sciences

IMPORTANT NOTES

If for one subject you can find several different types (lecture, practice, laboratory) of courses then please choose
one and only one course from each type in order to be able to perform the subject's

requirements successfully.Civil Engineering courses are on the website seperately. Courses chosen
from the offer of Faculty of Civil Engineering will be checked and arranged individually by the

departmental coordinator.

BMEGT20A001 Management and Business Economics 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

ER TUE:08:15-10:00; FRI:08:15-10:00;Lecture

 The course is designed for engineering students who would like to have a better conceptual understanding of the
role of management in the decision making process. The course introduces the essentials of management as they
apply within the contemporary work environment and gives a conceptual understanding of the role of management in
the decision making process. Particular attention is paid to management theories, corporate finance, leadership,
teamwork, quality management, management of technology, economics calculation and operations management.
For problem formulation, both the managerial interpretation and the mathematical techniques are applied.

BMEGT20M002 Quality Management 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

MA MON:08:15-10:00(QB303);Lecture

 The primary goal is to get the students acquainted with the current issues and methods of quality improvement.
Students are given an overall picture of quality philosophies applied in both productive and non-productive
industries, the basics of quality management related standards and total quality management including self-
assessment models and of the various soft and hard methods of quality management.

BMEGT20MW01 Marketing 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A5 THU:08:15-11:00(KF87);Lecture

 Marketing in the 21 st century. Strategic marketing planning. The modern marketing information system. Consumer
markets and buyer behavior. Business markets and business buyer behavior. Competitive strategies. Market
segmentation, targeting, and positioning. Product strategy and newproduct development. Managing services.
Designing pricing strategies. Marketing channels. Integrated marketing communication.

BMEGT30A001 Micro- and Macroeconomics 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A1Lecture

 Selected topics and analytical techniques in micro- and macroeconomics tailored for engineering students.
Introduction to microeconomics. Some basic economic concepts and analytical tools. Scarcity: source of eternal
struggle or the foundation of all economic systems? How does ldquo;choicerdquo; determine everyday life, and what
role does it play in the operation of businesses? Opportunity cost, sunk cost, normal profit. How does the product
market work? Consumer choice: what are the options on the demand side, what are the goals of the consumer and
how they are achieved? The forms and aims of businesses. Basics of accounting and finance. Cost and profit
analysis. Competition and market systems. Introduction to macroeconomics. How does government policy interact
with the decisions, profitability and life cycle of businesses? The main issues of macroeconomic study: gross
domestic product, changes in the price level, unemployment ratio. Governmental policies: tools and effects. Fiscal
policy: direct intervention to the life of the households and firms. Monetary policy: changes in the regulations,
workings and major indicators of the financial market, and their effect on the households and firms. Economic growth
and productivity. Issues of international trade: exchange rate and exchange rate policy.

BMEGT30MS07 Economic Analysis of Technology 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A2 TUE:12:15-14:00;Lecture
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 Objectives and description of the course: Recently the education in different fields of engineering does not contain
only the traditional topics of technology, but also elements from economic sciences. Thus engineers will be engaged
to understand economic consequences of their decisions. The aim of the present subject is to give an introduction
into this field based on empirical investigations as well as on theoretical approaches. After a short introduction it will
be shown how basic categories could be used to describe the situation being under consideration. It follows the
detailed investigation of the special relationship between technology and costs, again based on empirics and on
traditional models. The next block contains questions dealing with the economic consequences of technological
decisions, e. g. exhausting of natural resources, transport problem, environmental decisions, choosing production
places, etc. Finally, problems of market structure (free competition, monopoly, monopolistic competition, oligopoly,
etc.) caused by technology will be analyzed.

BMEGT30N001 History of Economic Thought 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A1 TUE:14:15-16:00(QB104);Lecture

 The subjectrsquo;s main goal is to introduce into the evolution of economic thought. Beginning with the ideas of
ancient Greek philosophers about economic and social life and following with Thomas Aquinasrsquo; scholasticism,
the course turns to theories and practice in the sense of mercantilism. The study of pre-classical Scotch
philosophers will be the basis for understanding liberalism and the classical supply side economics in the 18th
century. Development of technology had implied that the demand-side became the bottle-neck and thus the
foundation of modern micro- and macroeconomics. The process of time-development of theories will be combined
with the analysis of the concrete conditions for production, distribution and consumption in different periods.

BMEGT30N002 Industrial Organization 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A1Lecture

BMEGT35A001 Finance 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A06Lecture

 Introduction: financial decisions. An overview of the financial management system. The role of financial markets.
The structure of financial markets. Money and capital markets. Accounting and cash flow conception. The financial
statement and analysis. Time value of money. Present value, future value, annuity, perpetuity. Determining discount
rates. Risk concepts. Understanding and measuring risk. Risk and required rate of return. Valuation and financial
management. Market values, risk and return relationship. Concepts in valuation. Types of securities. Stock valuation.
Dividend discount model. Bond valuation. Government securities. Understanding managed funds. Investment into
real assets. Investment analysis, determination of stock price. Securities and the stock exchange. Fundamental and
technical analysis. Information system for investment analysis.

BMEGT35A018 Accounting II. 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

EA08Lecture

GA08Practice

BMEGT41M411 Philosophy of Science 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

01Lecture

 Dept. of Philosophy and History of Science Historical Reconstructions of Science Introduction to the History and
Philosophy of Science I. Objectives: The purpose of this course is to make you able to understand and analyze texts
in the history (and philosophy) of science. use the concepts and arguments of this field properly. grasp the main
points of scholarly papers. understand some key problems of science. pursue further research in the literature.
Topics, readings and tutors: Week Required reading Tutor Intro Prof. Margitay Tihameacute;r
(margitay@filozofia.bme.hu) Lindberg, David, The Beginnings of Western Science: The European Scientific Tradition
in Philosophical, Religious, and Institutional Context, Prehistory to A.D. 1450, Chicago: Chicago University Press,
1992. Dr. Benedek Laacute;ng (lang@filozofia.bme.hu) Lindberg, David, The Beginnings of Western Science: The
European Scientific Tradition in Philosophical, Religious, and Institutional Context, Prehistory to A.D. 1450, Chicago:
Chicago University Press, 1992. Dr. Benedek Laacute;ng (lang@filozofia.bme.hu) Brush, Stephen G.
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bdquo;Scientists as Historiansrdquo;. Osiris 10 (1995): 215-231. Dr. Benedek Laacute;ng (lang@filozofia.bme.hu)
Dear, Peter, Revolutionizing the Sciences: European Knowledge and its Ambitions, 1500-1700, Palgrave, 2001. Ch:
2 Prof. Maacute;rta Feheacute;r (feherm@filozofia.bme.hu) Dear, Peter. Revolutionizing the Sciences: European
Knowledge and its Ambitions, 1500-1700, Palgrave, 2001. Ch: 4 Prof. Maacute;rta Feheacute;r
(feherm@filozofia.bme.hu) Dear, Peter, Revolutionizing the Sciences: European Knowledge and its Ambitions, 1500-
1700, Palgrave, 2001. Ch:7 Prof. Maacute;rta Feheacute;r (feherm@filozofia.bme.hu) Lakatos, Imre, ldquo;The Role
of Crucial Experiments in Sciencerdquo;, Studies In History And Philosophy Of Science (1974).4: 309-325. Dr.
Jaacute;nos Tanaacute;cs (janos.tanacs@gmail.com) Feheacute;r Maacute;rta, bdquo;The rise and fall of crucial
experimentsrdquo; in.: Changing Tools, Budapest: Akadeacute;miai Kiadoacute;, 1995. 55-64. Feheacute;r
Maacute;rta, bdquo;The birth of crucial experiment: the Baconian idea The rise and fall of crucial experimentsrdquo;
in.: Changing Tools, Budapest: Akadeacute;miai Kiadoacute;, 1995. 65-68. Dr. Jaacute;nos Tanaacute;cs
(janos.tanacs@gmail.com) Feheacute;r Maacute;rta, Crucial experiments in Newton's methodology: the first downfall
in.: Changing Tools, Budapest: Akadeacute;miai Kiadoacute;, 1995. 89-94. Zempleacute;n Gaacute;bor Aacute;,
Demeter Tamaacute;s, bdquo;Being Charitable to Scientific Controversies - On the Demonstrativity of Newton's
Experimentum Crucis.rdquo; MONIST 93:(4 (October)) pp. 638-654. (2010) Dr. Jaacute;nos Tanaacute;cs
(janos.tanacs@gmail.com) Golinski, J. Making natural knowledge: constructivism and the history of science.
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 1998 Chapter 4 and 5 Dr. Gaacute;bor Zempleacute;n
(zemplen@filozofia.bme.hu) -- -- Golinski, J. Making natural knowledge: constructivism and the history of science.
Cambridge, Cambridge University Press. 1998 Chapter 1 and Coda (Ch 6) Dr. Gaacute;bor Zempleacute;n
(zemplen@filozofia.bme.hu) Collins, H. M. and R. Evans (2002). quot;The Third Wave of Science Studies: Studies of
Expertise and Experience.quot; Social Studies of Science 32(2): 235-296. Dr. Gaacute;bor Zempleacute;n
(zemplen@filozofia.bme.hu) Requirements for students with BMEGT41M411 code: middot; You should read the
mandatory readings carefully before the seminar. (minimum one quick and one thorough reading) middot; As a
written exam paper, each participant writes an outline of a chosen reading. The summaries are to be submitted to
the tutor of the topic per email till the last of Friday of the semester. middot; The outline (2-5 pages) consists of the
explanation of the key concepts the concise statement of the major theses the reconstruction of the reasoning. (You
should not rewrite the text in your own words. Rather you should reveal the internal logical relations of the text and
interpret them! All and only the major points should be dwelt on!) middot; Active participation in the classes.
Assessment: The grade of your exam paper will be your final grade.

BMEGT42N002 Regional Economics 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

EN05Lecture

 The aim of the subject is to introduce basic, actual regional economics and spatial planning theory as well as the EU
and Hungarian practice. The topics of the subject include the roots of spatial planning in economic theory, including
the theories of Thuuml;nen, Weber and Louml;sch, the theory of central places, growth poles and growth centres
and territorial division of labour (Ricardo, Ohlin). The structural funds of the EU are introduced in detail. Further
topics include the types and history of regions in Western, Central and Eastern Europe, regionalisation,
decentralisation and regionalism, rural development, the effect of agricultural policy on rural development and rural
development in Hungary, urban development, historical overview, differences between Western and Eastern Europe.
The main characteristics of infrastructure development are also introduced, as well as the types of borders, the
significance of borders in regional development and cross-border regional co-operations. Finally, the financial
instruments of regional development, advantages and disadvantages of various instruments, Hungarian practice,
distribution of resources among regions, institutional background and the system, management and financing of
Hungarian municipalities are presented.

BMEGT431143 Cultural Antrophology 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

ENG WED:16:15-18:00;Lecture

 SOCIOLOGY OF CULTURE The course introduces basic theories of the Sociology of Culture relating to identity,
subcultures, cultural differences and ethnicity, as well as presenting and discussing their practical relevance.
Throughout the term, we will critically examine the concepts of high, mass and subculture, as well as those of nation,
tradition, and community. The aim of this critical inquiry is not the relativisation of the mentioned concepts, but the
introduction of those processes of social construction that lead to the emergence, consolidation and at times (re)
negotiation of these categories and the related values and emotions. Through such inquiry, we are aiming towards a
more nuanced understanding of the social- cultural conflicts of todayrsquo;s globalised society by the end of the
term. Beyond presenting relevant theories and literature, the goal is to discuss the practical relevance and
applicability of the observations through examples taken from across the globe.
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BMEGT43A002 Sociology 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

02 TUE:12:15-14:00;Lecture

 This course will give students an introduction to sociology by discussing a subject that concerns all of us: the global
financial crisis and the ensuing Great Recession (or Slump) whose dire consequences continue to affect the world
economy to this day. The objective is to equip students with the tools required to make sense of this crisis in its
complexity. A further consideration, specific to engineering and economics students is that a sociological study of the
Great Recession provides valuable insights into the social determinants of innovations, most prominently
technological and financial. Learning about these issues will also help them develop a basic understanding of late
capitalism. They will find that the major subjects in sociology like power, cultural values, violence, symbolic goods,
anomy, collective action, etc. touch upon things that profoundly impact our lives without us being aware of their
implications. The craft of sociology is to depart from conventional notions by asking hard questions about these
things using the methods of rational inquiry.

BMEGT43A044 Sociology for Architects 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

EN0 WED:12:15-14:00;Lecture

 The course will be presented for foreign students of the Faculty of Architecture. The aim of course is to analyse the
social context of urban development and social problems of spatial problems. We will treat with main problems of
urban sociology: e.g. architecture of cities, traffic, congestion, experience of urban life, the behaviour of inhabitants,
housing, planning of cities, etc. Urban sociology studies social aspects of urban life: planning improvement of life in
cities, urban forms and structures, histories of urban growth, biological or ecological basis of urban behaviour, quality
of the urban experience, etc. We will analyse the anonimity, unpredictability and uncertainty of events, senses of
possibility and danger induced by cities. Some of the main questions are: How urban life is affected by the features
of local social structure? How informal social bonds develop? How to explain the history of urbanisation? What are
the basic features of the spatial structure of cities? During this semester we will analyse the interacting mechanisms
of capitalism and modernity constitute differential urban experiences. We provide a brief history of urban sociology,
mostly focusing on the results of Chicago Schools. In the meantime exploring other economic and sociological
theories of urban development and declination. It is important to study processes which produce inequalities within
cities, e.g.: gentrification, suburbanisation, and household division. We should like focus directly onto the city and
modernity. We consider Georg Simmel and Louis Wirth classic works dealing with a bdquo;genericrdquo; urban
culture. The urban ways of life could be contrasted with rural ways of life. We state (after Walter Benjamin) that no
account of urban culture is adequate unless it takes seriously personal, unique, experiences of urban life, in the
context of broader cultural forces. Finally, we analyse urban politics, changing political agendas, local economic
policy, urban protest, urban planning, etc.

BMEGT43A066 The Cultural History of Recorded Music 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

ENG WED:14:15-16:00;Lecture

 Technology for recording, processing, storing and distributing information does not only influence access to cultural
products (price, circulation, distribution channels). It also fundamentally impacts upon the formation on cultural
canons and, on an individual level, the reception, interpretation and social use of cultural products. However, it would
be wrong to assume a one-sided determinism, as neither the direction of technological development nor the speed of
the spreading of new technology are independent from the cultural needs of a given society, or its economic and
political conditions. The history of sound recording, encompassing more than one hundred years, illustrates this
dynamics well. The theoretical perspective of the course draws on Cultural Studies, Media Theory, the Sociology of
cultural production and consumption, as well as Popular Music Studies. Besides the technological history of sound
recording, we will also look at the history and logic of the music industry, primary areas of sound archiving and
collecting, and further cultural use relating to recorded music. We pay particular attention to avant-
garde/experimental music that makes use of recorded music; digital pop music and DJ culture; as well as copyright
debates relating to sampling and remixing.

BMEGT43A186 Philosophy of Art 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

E02 TUE:16:15-18:00;Lecture

G02 TUE:18:15-20:00;Practice

 The course will introduce students to some major issues and problems in aesthetics and the philosophy of art. We
will study a number of philosophical questions about the nature, the production, the interpretation and the
appreciation of works of art. After studying the basic philosophical categories concerning art and artworks we will
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concentrate on specific aspects of the creation and appreciation of paintings, drawings, photographs, moving
images, digital images, fictions, music etc. For instance, we will consider questions and arguments about
bdquo;realismrdquo; with respect to pictorial works of art, about literature and fictional works, and about the
understanding and appreciation of music. Although most of the course will be devoted to the analytic philosophy art,
we will also examine issues concerning design practices and products.

BMEGT43MN20 Community Policies in the EU 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

English_theory TUE:08:15-09:00;Lecture

English_practice TUE:09:15-10:00;Practice

 The aim of the course is to introduce students into the theoretical background and development of the European
politics and the EU, then a more detailed examination of the particular EU policies. In the first part of the course, we
clarify the most important theoretical terms, like politics, nation state, democracy, power, international economic
order, globalization and regionalization, international governmental and non-governmental organizations, etc.,
necessary for the understanding of the complex system of international political and economic order developed after
WWII, in which the EU is embedded. Then we deal quite detailed with the historical background, foundation,
development of the integration process and institutional set-up of the EU with a special attention to the recent
changes, problems and challenges. In the last section students will have the opportunity to examine the most
essential EU policy areas, like the finance and budget, agriculture amp;food, regional and local development,
international economic relations, environment and energy, social policy amp; employment, culture and education.

BMEGT51A017 History of Education and Technologies of Communication 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

angol THU:08:15-10:00(QA127);Lecture

 This course introduces students to communication technologies and their influence on learning from a historical,
theoretical and practical perspective. As the forms of and technologies of communication are constantly changing,
their impact on society, on education, on our perception of time and space is too. The lecture will emphasize the
theoretical models that are essential to new communication technology as well as the practical applications and
implications of new communication technology on education. Starting from the pre-history and non-verbal
communication, a number of new communication technology areas such as computer-mediated communication,
Web 2.0, mobile society and gamification will be explored. Topics: (Visual, auditory and ancillary methods (non-
electrical) Pre-history: the language of gestures; the culture of primary orality. Symbols: cave paintings; pictograms,
writing The Greek origins of Western education: alphabetic literacy and the philosophy of Plato. Medieval culture: the
decline and rebirth of literacy; religious orders; universities in the Middle Ages. A social history of timekeeping: from
natural time to the mechanical clock. Image and word: woodcuts, etchings, paintings, photography. Gutenberg
galaxy: the impact of the printing press; early-modern school systems; the new concept of childhood; modern
science and modern libraries. (Advanced electrical and electronic signals) Telegraphy, telephony, radio
broadcasting: the beginnings of secondary orality. Comics: a new integration of image and word. The epistemology
and pedagogy of film: new iconic culture. The end of the Gutenberg Galaxy: McLuhan and the idea of a global
village. (The digital signals) The internet: Licklider and Kleinrock. Secondary literacy: e-mail and web-based
communication. Digital vs. analog paradigm. The World Wide Web: Berners-Lee. One-to-one, one-to-many, many-to
-many communication Education and learning in the Information Society: networked knowledge, e-learning. Web 2.0.
The altered producer-user paradigm. The rise of the prosumer. Blogs, social networking sites, video sharing sites.
New media in education. Big data and crowdsourcing. Gamification The Mobile Information Society. M-learning. U-
learning.

BMEGT52A002 Psychology 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

24e TUE:10:15-12:00(QA240); FRI:10:15-12:00(QBF08);Lecture

 Human cognition: Sensation: sensory systems, vision, hearing, the chemical senses, somatic senses and the
vestibular system. Perception: organising the perceptual world, theories and illusions. Attention, focussed and
divided attention. Memory: three stages of memory: sensory, short-term and long-term. Some phenomena of
memory: mnemonics, peg word system, interferences. Thinking: human information processing system. Decision
making and problem solving. Mental abilities, intelligence and creativity, cognitive styles. Learning, classical and
instrumental theory of conditioning. Cognitive processes in learning: insight, latent learning and cognitive maps.
Social learning. Motivation: Basic concepts of motivation. Work and motivation: achievement, satisfaction and
procrastination. Emotion, emotional intelligence (Goleman). Stress and coping system, some stress-coping
programmes. Type A behaviour. Personality: Studying personality (tests), psychodynamic (Freud, Jung),
behavioural, and phenomenological (Rogers, Maslow) approaches. The individual in the social world: Some basic
sources of social influence, social perception, first impressions, group stereotypes and prejudice, attribution theory.
Attitudes and persuasion. Group influences and interpersonal behaviour. Communication: assertiveness, social skills
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in communication.

BMEGT55A001 Business Law 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

A0 MON:10:15-12:00(QA202);Lecture

 The aim of the course: Characteristics of the Anglo-Saxon and continental systems of business law. The
development of the system of the Hungarian business law. Basic legal institutions of the state to manage the
economics. Organisations and enterprises as the subjects of law: conceptional questions. International models of
company law. The development of the Hungarian company law. General rules of the Hungarian Company Act.
Internal organisation of companies. The law of company registration, the registration proceedings and the company
registry. Companies with a partnership profile. Companies limited by shares. Concept and types of securities.
Competition law. EU directives and regulations on companies and competition: their execution in the Hungarian law.

BMEGT60A6EO Communication Skills for Civil Engineers 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k312Practice

k110Practice

k410Practice

k310Practice

k212Practice

k314_NOKPractice

k412Practice

 Subject name Communication Skills for Civil Engineers Subject Code(s) BMEGT60A6EO Lesson type, Lessons per
week Seminar, 2 lessons (90 minutes) once per week Type of Mark mid-semester mark Number of Credits awarded
2 credits Recommended Entrance Requirements Common European Framework of Reference for Languages level
B2 (intermediate) or minimum 75 TOEFL IBT score, or similar language knowledge It is recommended that students
take a level test (available in different languages on the www.nyi.bme.hu website) to determine their language level
and choose a suitable course. Programme aims By the end of the course the student will have a linguistic skills and
knowledge of language functions at B2 level which will allow him/her to communicate effectively in spoken and
written form in situations which arise during his/her studies and professional life. Competences Oral comprehension/
Speaking skills: Students will be able to use various techniques to communicate with speakers of the target
language with suitable efficacy and to work together in teams purposefully. Written comprehension/Written
composition: Students will be able to organise and accurately convey the information content of written texts, and to
write texts related to work and study abroad. Topics covered Communication situations, Successful communication
Information gathering, processing and organisation Taking notes and making outlines The structure, vocabulary and
preparation of spoken presentations Conveying and relevantly using information Writing summaries and reports
Making and evaluating oral presentations Job seeking, applications for scholarships and grants, CV and cover letter
writing, writing formal letters Job interviews Expressing and justifying opinions, persuading Simulated debates
Requirements for participation in the lessons ldquo;If a student is absent from more than 30% of the total number of
lessons of seminars [...] then he/she cannot obtain the credits of the subject.rdquo; Code of Studies and Exams,
Article 14 (3) Subject requirements 1/3 - the studentrsquo;s performance during the semester (including assembling
a semester file) 1/3 ndash; presentation: to be given during term time; on a subject of the studentrsquo;s choice from
the material covered during the lessons; may be done in groups 1/3 ndash; 90-minute end of term written test (based
on the material taught, which includes a cover letter writing task and other tasks) and an optional mid-term test

BMEGT632022 English for Pre-Intermediate Students 2. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_e2e4_16:15_akh2 TUE:16:15-18:00; THU:16:15-18:00;Practice

3_2a_akh2 WED:10:15-12:00; THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

3_k12cs12_akh2 TUE:12:15-14:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

BMEGT633032 English for Intermediate Students 2. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_k10cs10_ah2 TUE:10:15-12:00; THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

3_3b_ah2 TUE:12:15-14:00; WED:12:15-14:00;Practice
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BMEGT634042 English - Preparation for B2 Level State Exam 2. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_2a_ave WED:10:15-12:00; THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

3_k8cs8_ave TUE:08:15-10:00; THU:08:15-10:00;Practice

3_1c_ave TUE:10:15-12:00; FRI:10:15-12:00;Practice

3_1b_ave MON:14:15-16:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

3_3c_ave MON:12:15-14:00; THU:08:15-10:00;Practice

3_h14sz14_ave MON:14:15-16:00; WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

3_2b_ave WED:08:15-10:00; FRI:08:15-10:00;Practice

BMEGT635051 English - Preparation for Advanced Level 1. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_1b_02_aff1 MON:14:15-16:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

3_3b_aff1 TUE:12:15-14:00; WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

3_1b_01_aff1 MON:14:15-16:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

3_k10cs10_aff1 TUE:10:15-12:00; THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

3_2a_aff1 WED:10:15-12:00; THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

BMEGT635052 English - Preparation for Advanced Level 2. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_3b_aff2 TUE:12:15-14:00; WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

3_h12sz14_aff2 MON:12:15-14:00; WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

3_h10sz10_aff2 MON:10:15-12:00; WED:10:15-12:00;Practice

3_1c_aff2 TUE:10:15-12:00; FRI:10:15-12:00;Practice

BMEGT638176 English for Transportation Engineers 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k310_aJÁRMŰ/Vehicle WED:10:15-12:00;Practice

BMEGT63A051 English for Engineers 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k212_01_aTE TUE:12:15-14:00;Practice

k112_aTE MON:12:15-14:00;Practice

k412_aTE THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

k110_aTE MON:10:15-12:00;Practice

k208_01_aTE TUE:08:15-10:00;Practice

k308_aTE WED:08:15-10:00;Practice

k310_aTE WED:10:15-12:00;Practice

k414_aTE THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

k208_02_aTE TUE:08:15-10:00;Practice

k408_aTE THU:08:15-10:00;Practice

k314_aTE WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

k210_01_aTE TUE:10:15-12:00;Practice

k210_02_aTE TUE:10:15-12:00;Practice

k212_02_aTE TUE:12:15-14:00;Practice

k410_01_aTE THU:10:15-12:00;Practice
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k410_02_aTE THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

k210_03_aTE TUE:10:15-12:00;Practice

 Subject name English for Engineers Subject code(s) BMEGT63A051 Lesson type, Lessons per week Seminar 2
lessons (90 minutes) once per week Type of Mark mid-semester mark Number of Credits awarded 2 credits
Recommended Entrance Requirements Common European Framework of Reference for Languages level B2
(intermediate), or minimum 75 TOEFL IBT score or similar language knowledge It is recommended that students
take a level test (available in different languages on the www.nyi.bme.hu website) to determine their language level
and choose a suitable course. Programme aims By the end of the course the student will have the language skills
and will use lexical resources at B2 level to allow him/her to carry out tasks in the target language in the course of
his/her studies and work. Competences Oral comprehension/ Speaking skills: Students will be able to use
understand and take notes on the main content points of complex texts related to their professional fields, and to
contribute to professional discussions. They will be able to express and justify their opinions on technical topics.
Written comprehension/Written composition: Students will be able to comprehend short texts of a technical nature in
their entirety, and to extract the main points from longer texts, and to produce texts in the target language or their
native language synthesising two or more sources of information. Topics covered Technical style Definitions and
Categorizing The shapes of objects and the properties of materials Describing machines, instructions for use Spatial
relations Describing processes Cause and effect Comparisons; describing and interpreting data in tables and graphs
Changes, trends Problems, solutions Requirements for participation in the lessons ldquo;If a student is absent from
more than 30% of the total number of lessons of seminars [...] then he/she cannot obtain the credits of the
subject.rdquo; Code of Studies and Exams, Article 14 (3) Subject requirements 1/3 ndash; the studentrsquo;s
performance during the semester 1/3 ndash; mid-term test (based on the material taught during the course, max. 45
minutes) and an individual talk or a translation 1/3 ndash; 90-minute end of term written test (reading comprehension
and written composition)

BMEGT63A061 Communication Skills - English 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k312_acs WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

k208_aCS TUE:08:15-10:00;Practice

k310_aCS WED:10:15-12:00;Practice

k210_aCS TUE:10:15-12:00;Practice

k410_aCS THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

k414_aCS THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

k110_aCS MON:10:15-12:00;Practice

 Subject name Communication Skills - English Subject Code(s) BMEGT63A061 Lesson type, Lessons per week
Seminar, 2 lessons (90 minutes) once per week Type of Mark mid-semester mark Number of Credits awarded 2
credits Recommended Entrance Requirements Common European Framework of Reference for Languages level B2
(intermediate) or minimum 75 TOEFL IBT score, or similar language knowledge It is recommended that students
take a level test (available in different languages on the www.nyi.bme.hu website) to determine their language level
and choose a suitable course. Programme aims By the end of the course the student will have a linguistic skills and
knowledge of language functions at B2 level which will allow him/her to communicate effectively in spoken and
written form in situations which arise during his/her studies and professional life. Competences Oral comprehension/
Speaking skills: Students will be able to use various techniques to communicate with speakers of the target
language with suitable efficacy and to work together in teams purposefully. Written comprehension/Written
composition: Students will be able to organise and accurately convey the information content of written texts, and to
write texts related to work and study abroad. Topics covered Communication situations, Successful communication
Information gathering, processing and organisation Taking notes and making outlines The structure, vocabulary and
preparation of spoken presentations Conveying and relevantly using information Writing summaries and reports
Making and evaluating oral presentations Job seeking, applications for scholarships and grants, CV and cover letter
writing, writing formal letters Job interviews Expressing and justifying opinions, persuading Simulated debates
Requirements for participation in the lessons ldquo;If a student is absent from more than 30% of the total number of
lessons of seminars [...] then he/she cannot obtain the credits of the subject.rdquo; Code of Studies and Exams,
Article 14 (3) Subject requirements 1/3 - the studentrsquo;s performance during the semester (including assembling
a semester file) 1/3 ndash; presentation: to be given during term time; on a subject of the studentrsquo;s choice from
the material covered during the lessons; may be done in groups 1/3 ndash; 90-minute end of term written test (based
on the material taught, which includes a cover letter writing task and other tasks) and an optional mid-term test

BMEGT63A081 Manager Communication - English 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k210_aMC TUE:10:15-12:00;Practice

k308_aMC WED:08:15-10:00;Practice

k310_aMC WED:10:15-12:00;Practice
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k414_aMC THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

k412_aMC THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

k312_aMC WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

k314_aMC WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

 Subject name Manager Communication - English Subject code(s) BMEGT63A081 Lesson type, Lessons per week
Seminar, 2 lessons (90 minutes) once per week Type of Mark mid-semester mark Number of Credits awarded 2
credits Recommended Entrance Requirements Common European Framework of Reference for Languages level B2
(intermediate) or minimum 75 TOEFL IBT score, or similar language knowledge It is recommended that students
take a level test (available in different languages on the www.nyi.bme.hu website) to determine their language level
and choose a suitable course. Programme aims By the end of the course the student will have the linguistic skills
and knowledge of language functions at B2 level which will allow him/her to communicate in commercial contexts
and carry out the language related tasks necessary in technical management. Competences Oral comprehension/
Speaking skills: Students will be able to communicate effectively in typical conversational situations in the
studentsrsquo; field, taking into consideration intercultural factors. Written comprehension/Written composition:
Students will be able to understand texts and to produce grammatically accurate and professionally appropriate texts
and to convey information related to the studentrsquo;s professional field. Topics covered Types of businesses
(organisational structures) Business description Labour market (EU) Job advertisements (job descriptions) Job
interviews, exchange of information (job seeking) Business cultures in different countries, intercultural factors
Communication in the workplace: Making contact, telephone, email Communication in the workplace: negotiations,
meetings Speaking about diagrams, graphs and tables Product presentations, trade fairs Requirements for
participation in the lessons ldquo;If a student is absent from more than 30% of the total number of lessons of
seminars [...] then he/she cannot obtain the credits of the subject.rdquo; Code of Studies and Exams, Article 14 (3)
Subject requirements 1/3 - the studentrsquo;s performance during the semester (including assembling a semester
file) 1/3 - presentation: to be given during term time; on a subject of the studentrsquo;s choice from the material
covered during the lessons; may be done in groups 1/3 - 90-minute end of term written test (based on the material
taught) and an optional mid-term test

BMEGT63A091 Crosscultural Communication - English 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k414_aXC THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

k308_aXC WED:08:15-10:00;Practice

k312_aXC WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

k314_aXC WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

k412_aXC THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

k212_aXC TUE:12:15-14:00;Practice

 Subject name Cross Cultural Communication - English Subject code(s) BMEGT63A091 Lesson type, Lessons per
week Seminar, 2 lessons (90 minutes) once per week Type of Mark mid-semester mark Number of Credits 2 credits
Recommended Entrance Requirements Common European Framework of Reference for Languages level B2
(intermediate), or minimum 75 TOEFL IBT score, or similar language knowledge It is recommended that students
take a level test (available in different languages on the www.nyi.bme.hu website) to determine their language level
and choose a suitable course. Programme aims The coursersquo;s aim is for students to possess adequate
language skills at B2 level and to develop intercultural awareness and capabilities which will enable him/her to
communicate effectively with people of differing native languages and cultures and to participate successfully in
mobility programmes abroad. Competences Oral comprehension/ Speaking skills: Students will be able to
communicate effectively with members of different language communities while minimising interference by cultural
factors which might hinder understanding. Written comprehension/Written composition: Students will be able to
speak about and understand problems arising from cultural diversity. They will be able to write texts taking into
consideration the customs of the target language community. Topics covered The concept of culture/civilisation, The
diversity of cultures, Cultural stereotypes The influence of culture on world view and behaviour The meeting of
culture, the problem of ldquo;culture shockrdquo; Linguistic diversity, features of verbal and non-verbal
communication Cultural aspects of everyday life and leisure time Education and learning Social contexts of
communication (institutions, organisations) Workplace cultures Protocol and interculturality in international business
relations Traditions, holidays and cultural values in the target country (culture), compared to other countries
Requirements for participation in the lessons ldquo;If a student is absent from more than 30% of the total number of
lessons of seminars [...] then he/she cannot obtain the credits of the subject.rdquo; Code of Studies and Exams,
Article 14 (3) Subject requirements 1/3 ndash; the studentrsquo;s performance during the semester. 1/3 ndash;
presentation: to be given during term time; on a subject of the studentrsquo;s choice from the material covered
during the lessons (topic: comparison of the first language and the target language cultures); may be done in groups.
1/3 ndash; max. 45-minute mid-term test (based on the material taught) and an individual talk, or a written summary
of the presentation (max.2 pages) and an optional mid-term test.
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BMEGT63A093 Crosscultural Communication - English 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k208_02_aXC-GTK TUE:08:15-10:00;Practice

k208_01_aXC-GTK TUE:08:15-10:00;Practice

k112_aXC-GTK MON:12:15-14:00;Practice

k308_aXC-GTK WED:08:15-10:00;Practice

 Designed to make students aware of cultural differences, develop their intercultural competencies. Special
emphasis is on verbal and non-verbal communication, language diversity, and socio-cultural factors. 2 hours/2
credits.

BMEGT63A202 Compulsory English II. for Preengineering Students 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

PRE_CIV_GENPractice

PREPractice

 The courses are designed to enable students to communicate fluently and effectively in study environment.
Receptive, productive and interactive activities and strategies are included in the curricula. By the end of the 2nd
semester the overall language ability of the students is on level B2 (by the Common European Framework of
Reference). 4 hours/2credits.

BMEGT63A302 Compulsory English 2. 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

Me_Ch MON:10:15-14:00(E401);Practice

 Compulsory English II. BMEGT63A302 The courses are designed to enable students to communi- cate fluently and
effectively in study environment. Recep- tive, productive and interactive activities and strategies are included in the
curricula. By the end of the 2nd semester the overall language ability of the students is on level B2 (by the Common
European Framework of Reference). 4 hours/2 credits.

BMEGT63A3E2 Compulsory English  for Civil Engineers 2. 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

K10P8Practice

The course is designed to enable students to communicate fluently and effectively in study environment. Receptive,
productive and interactive activities and strategies are included in the curricula. By the end of the semester the
overall language ability of the students is at level B2 (by the Common European Framework of Reference.

BMEGT63G0K1 English for Economic Studies Intermediate 2. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_h12cs10_agkf2 MON:12:15-14:00; THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

3_1c_aglf2 TUE:10:15-12:00; FRI:10:15-12:00;Practice

BMEGT63M0K0 English for Technology B 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

3_k12p10_amű1 TUE:12:15-14:00; FRI:10:15-12:00;Practice

BMEGT63MAEU Specific Language Features in the EU - in English 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k508_aEU FRI:08:15-10:00;Practice
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BMEGT63MAS3 LSP - Architecture in English 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k414_aEP THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

k314_aEP WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

BMEGT63MAS4 LSP - Chemical Technology and Biotechnology in English 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k112_aVE MON:12:15-14:00;Practice

BMEGT64A093 Crosscultural Communication - Russian 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

k314_orXC-GTK WED:14:15-16:00;Practice

BMEGT650511 Hungarian Language I. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

H10SZ12 MON:10:15-12:00; WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

BMEGT654042 Preparation for State Exam in Hungarian 2. 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

sz16p12Practice

BMEGT654043 Comprehensive Exam in Hungarian for Foreign Students 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

01Practice

BMEGT658151 Beginners' Hungarian Course 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

h10sz12 MON:10:15-12:00; WED:12:15-14:00;Practice

K16CS14 TUE:16:15-18:00; THU:14:15-16:00;Practice

h12cs10 MON:12:15-14:00; THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

k10cs10 TUE:10:15-12:00; THU:10:15-12:00;Practice

K12CS12 TUE:12:15-14:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

 The course focuses on the basic elements of Hungarian grammar: the sound-system and spelling; some elements
of morphology; most important syntactic structures. The students acquire a basic vocabulary and a number of
idiomatic phrases of everyday Hungarian, and develop skills to enable them to communicate in simple routine tasks.

BMEGT658152 Intermediate Hungarian Course 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

H14CS12 MON:14:15-16:00; THU:12:15-14:00;Practice

 The course is designed for students who have already studied Beginnersrsquo; Hungarian (BMEGT658151) and
acquired the bases of the language. The teaching material includes the more complex syntactic structures and the
inflectional system, the use of tenses, and the most important elements of composing texts in Hungarian. Topics:
Visiting friends and family; Family relations; Food and drink, shopping for food, cooking and baking; Restaurants
ndash; eating out; Free time activities: travelling around, getting to know famous Hungarian cities; Going to the
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cinema and theatre; Public transport in Budapest; Driving in Hungary.

BMEGT658361 Hungarian Culture (in English) 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

K310 WED:10:15-12:00;Practice

k110 MON:10:15-12:00;Practice

K308 WED:08:15-10:00;Practice

 This interdisciplinary course covers a variety of interconnected fields to present a comprehensive survey of
Hungarian culture and history. The course is thematically organised and focuses on Hungarian culture as it is
expressed through the arts (fine arts, literature, music). Special emphasis is given to the history of Hungarian
thought from early to recent times. The concepts of Hungarian poets, writers, composers, and scientists are
considered in their historical and social context.

BMEGT658364 Hungarian Culture 2. 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

K308_HC WED:08:15-10:00;Practice

k110_HC MON:10:15-12:00; MON:10:15-12:00;Practice

K310_HC WED:10:15-12:00;Practice

 This interdisciplinary course covers a variety of interconnected fields to present a comprehensive survey of
Hungarian culture and history. The course is thematically organised and focuses on Hungarian culture as it is
expressed through the arts (fine arts, literature, music). Special emphasis is given to the history of Hungarian
thought from early to recent times. The concepts of Hungarian poets, writers, composers, and scientists are
considered in their historical and social context.

BMEGT6F1IM2 Translation from a Foreign Language to Hungarian I/2. 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6F1MI2 Translation from Hungarian to a Foreign Language I/2. 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6FLDOK Writing for Professional Purposes 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AA MON:18:30-20:00;Practice

AB MON:17:00-18:30;Practice

BMEGT6FLFO2 Translation 2. 9

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AB TUE:17:00-18:30; WED:17:00-18:30;Practice

AA TUE:18:30-20:00; WED:18:30-20:00;Practice

BMEGT6FLFOS Translation (Comprehensive Exam) 0

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

ABLecture

AALecture
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BMEGT6FLSZ2 Specialized Translation 2. 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AA WED:18:30-20:00; THU:17:00-18:30;Practice

AB WED:17:00-18:30; THU:18:30-20:00;Practice

BMEGT6NLST2 Foreign Language Skills Development 2. 8

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AB WED:18:30-20:00; THU:18:30-20:00;Lecture

AA WED:17:00-18:30; THU:17:00-18:30;Practice

BMEGT6T1BL2 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6T1KO2 Consecutive Interpreting I/2.. 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6T1SZ2 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6T3BL2 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6T3KO2 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6T3SZ2 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

enPractice

BMEGT6TLTÁR Meetings/Oral Coommunication for Professional Purposes 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AB WED:18:30-20:00;Practice

AA WED:17:00-18:30;Practice
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BMEGT6TLTO1 Interpreting 1. 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AA TUE:17:00-18:30; THU:18:30-20:00;Practice

AB TUE:18:30-20:00; THU:17:00-18:30;Practice

BMEGT6TLTO3 Interpreting 3. 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type

AB MON:18:30-20:00; THU:17:00-18:30;Practice

AA MON:17:00-18:30; THU:18:30-20:00;Practice
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